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Motivation

Secure group communication is a desirable feature in a sensor network. As an example, imagine a network in which there is a sensor in a light switch, a sensor in a lamp and, far from both of them, a gateway. If an user activates the switch, this command should travel to the gateway, who then should send the lamp a turn on command. In this scenario, there would be a noticeable delay between the flick of the light switch and the actual lamp turning on, since the light switch and the gateway have a key for secure communication, while the lamp and the gateway have a different one. The description of the implementation of the Diffie-Hellman in EPOS can be found in (1). Since all the keys are established between each node and the gateway, no node placed between them can understand the messages they exchange.

A secure group communication would be useful in the described configuration so every node involved in the same operation would have one shared key. All of them would then be able to decipher the message from the switch before it reaches the gateway, deciding to turn the lamp on earlier. This would allow for a much quicker reaction time from the system. If the decision was wrongly made, the gateway could send a turn off message to the lamp within a few seconds, still acceptable for most cases.

Goals

The goal is to implement a generic n-group party Diffie-Hellmann key distribution algorithm, thus allowing all the nodes in a network to understand the messages being passed. The best algorithm to be implemented would be the GDH-3 described in (2), as proved in (3).

Methodology

We plan on studying the proposed algorithm and fully understanding the way it works. The algorithm will be implemented in C++ and tested with an application before being integrated into EPOS’s communication protocol, thus assuring it is working correctly. We will then modify the communication protocol in order to incorporate the updated strategy, and finally test that messages are correctly being encrypted and decrypted.

Tasks

1. Make project plan;
2. Define and configure testing, simulation and coding environment;
3. Study and understand the algorithm;
4. Implement the algorithm; and
5. Update the communication protocol in order to use the new algorithm.

Deliverables

1. Project plan;
2. Screenshots of the final environment successfully working;
3. Written description of the algorithm;
4. Code and test results; and
5. Code and test results.
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Task 2

The final objective of this project is to modify EPOS’s TSTP (Trustful Space-Time Protocol) to allow the use of a Group Diffie-Hellman algorithm. In order to simulate and test our implementation, we need an appropriate environment.

A TSTP simulation tutorial for EPOS exists [here](#). This provides us with an environment that not only allows the simulation of various nodes, but is also easy to use and test. Another reason to use this simulator is that the code written for it is really similar to the code written for EPOS.

As seen in the tutorial, the OMNeT++ framework and the Castalia simulator are required. The OMNeT++ provides the infrastructure and tools for writing simulations, while the Castalia is a specific simulator for WSNs (Wireless Sensor Networks). The Castalia version provided in the tutorial already contains EPOS’s code and communication protocol.

OMNeT++ provides an IDE similar to Eclipse. In the IDE the code may be modified and a new simulation may be configured in an .ini file. This file will define things like the number of nodes, their coordinates, what application they will execute and when they will start its execution. The IDE may execute the simulation and will generate a tracer file where the results may be seen.

The following images are screenshots of an OMNeT++ IDE simulation configuration and the console output, which is different from the tracer file.
Task 3

The Group Diffie-Hellman algorithm will be implemented using ECC (Elliptic-curve Cryptography) because of
the improved security it offers for a smaller key size, as seen in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symmetric Key Size (bits)</th>
<th>RSA and Diffie-Hellman Key Size (bits)</th>
<th>Elliptic Curve Key Size (bits)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>128</td>
<td>3072</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192</td>
<td>7680</td>
<td>384</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>15360</td>
<td>521</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: NIST Recommended Key Sizes

Some basic understanding on how ECC works can be seen in (4). An example of its use in a peer-to-peer Diffie-Hellman operation can be seen in (5).

The following paragraphs will describe how the GDH-3 algorithm will be implemented using ECC. The elliptic curve to be used will be chosen from (6). The following notation will be used:

- n: group size
- $M_i$: i-th group member; $i \in [1, n]$
- $k_i$: random secret number generated by group member $M_i$
- G: generator point of the chosen elliptic curve
- o: order of the chosen elliptic curve
- $K_i$: $k_iG$
- $K_i$: $k_iK_{i-1}$; $i \in [2, n]$

The first step in a GDH-3 operation with n nodes is for $M_1$ to calculate $K_1$ by using elliptic curve point multiplication. This operation was described in (4) and (5). $K_1$ will then be sent to $M_2$, which will in turn calculate $k_2K_1$, resulting in $K_2$. This process will repeat itself until $K_{n-1}$ is calculated by $M_{n-1}$. $M_{n-1}$ will not send $K_{n-1}$ directly to $M_n$, but will instead broadcast this value. Thus, all the nodes will know $K_{n-1}$.

The next step is for each node $M_i$ to remove its own $k_i$ from $K_{n-1}$. Since the elliptic curve point multiplication operation is commutative, as shown in (7), we can do this by finding $k_i^{-1}$, where $k_i k_i^{-1} \mod o = 1$, as shown in (8), and then calculate $k_i^{-1}K_{n-1}$. All the calculated values will be sent to $M_n$.

The last step is for $M_n$ to calculate $k_i^{-1}K_n$ for each value received and broadcast it. Each node $M_i$ will then be able to calculate $K_n$ over the received $k_i^{-1}K_n$. Since $M_n$ also received $K_{n-1}$ when $M_{n-1}$ broadcast it, all the nodes will be able to calculate $K_n$, which is the final group key.
Task 4

Since we wanted to implement and test the key calculation before using it to cipher and decipher messages, all the modifications described here were made over the basic EPOS code.

The already implemented Diffie-Hellman protocol was used as a reference for our work. The first thing done was to remove the Elliptic Curve Point class defined inside the Diffie Hellman class and move it to a file of its own. This made it easier to be used by other classes.

The newly created Group Diffie-Hellman class was implemented with two methods that constitute the bulk of the algorithm: insert key and remove key. The first one adds a node’s private key to an Elliptic Curve Point (either the base point or a different one, received via an attribute), and the second removes it. Both of these methods use the already implemented mathematical operations of the Elliptic Curve Point class. In order to remove a key from a point, the private secret’s multiplicative inverse is needed. For it to be obtainable, some modifications were made to the Bignum class.

The Bignum class, as defined in (9), represents an integer larger than the normal integer size that exists in a finite field p. Thus, every operation’s result is already calculated mod p. The main issue here was that p was defined by the user before compilation and it was impossible to define another Bignum of the same size with a different p. Since we need to find the secret’s multiplicative inverse over the elliptic curve’s order, and not over p, some changes were made. A new static attribute was added to represent the curve’s order and a method was created to change p and the order. Thus, by calling this method before inverting the secret, we can find the correct value. By calling it again after the inversion, the next operations are realized mod the correct p once more.

One final addition was made in the Elliptic Curve Point class. Since the final result of the GDH algorithm is a point, but the secret used in cryptography algorithms is an integer, we added a method called numerize() to transform the point into a number. This is done by calculating xy, x and y being the point’s coordinates.

In order to verify that the implementation was working correctly, a test application was created. In it, four nodes participate in the GDH algorithm and, in the end, compare the results. The final version of the modified code, as well as the test class can be found here.

Here is a screenshot of the test result:
**Task 5**

In order to be able to simulate the final result using OMNeT++, the base code available at the TSTP Simulation tutorial was modified. The first thing to do was add the modifications made in the last task to the base code. Thus, the files bignum.h, bignum.cc, diffie_hellman.h and diffie_hellman.cc were updated and the files group_diffie_hellman.h, group_diffie_hellman.cc, elliptic_curve_point.h and elliptic_curve_point.cc were created.

Before the communication between nodes may be started in a simulation, they must be initialized. In the initialization of each involved node's TSTP, all of its components execute a bootstrap method. In the TSTP Security's bootstrap, it originally established a key between each node and the gateway using the Diffie Hellman protocol. Now, we verify how many nodes are involved. If there are only 2, they keep using the usual Diffie Hellman protocol. If there are 3 or more, the gateway starts the Group Diffie Hellman protocol, identifying the first node and sending a startup message.

All the messages used in this implementation are control messages. Each kind of message used had a corresponding class implemented in the tstp.h file and an enum added to the control message subtypes defined in tstp_common.h. The already existing control messages were used as reference for the new implementations. The new types of message are GDH_Startup, GDH_Round, GDH_Broadcast and GDH_Response. GDH_Startup works only as a trigger for the protocol to be started, while the others send the partially calculated keys from one node to another. Enums to differentiate the node types and their current state were also created. The types of message, types of node and state of the nodes used in this work are loosely based on (3).

Ways to treat these new kinds of messages had to be implemented. The first modifications were made at the destination(Buffer * buf) method in the TSTP class. This method identifies where the message is headed. The second ones were at the TSTP’s update() method, where the received message is simply identified. The final modifications were made at the security component’s update() method, where the
messages are properly treated.

The first message sent, as was said before, is the GDH_Startup message, sent from the gateway to the first node to trigger the key exchange protocol.

When this message is received, the node adds its own randomized private key to the base point of the chosen elliptic curve. It also sets its type to GDH_FIRST and its state to GDH_WAITING_POP, since it is now waiting to receive a key from which it has to remove its secret. The next node is identified and a GDH_Round message with the partial key is sent to it. Since the TSTP class has a reference to all the existent nodes, it identifies the next one simply by identifying what the next non-gateway node is.

When a GDH_Round message is received, the first thing to be done is to identify if the current node is an
intermediate node or the last node. The current node is the last one if it is the last referenced node in the TSTP class, or if the only node identified after it is the gateway. Otherwise, it is an intermediate node. When the type is identified, it is correctly set.

Each intermediate node that receives the GDH_Round message adds its own secret key to the received one and forwards the new value to the next node. The next node is identified in the same way it was identified by the first one. After doing this, the intermediate node's state is also set to GDH_WAITING_POP.

When the last node receives the GDH_Round message, it adds its own secret to the partial secret received. The calculated key will have accumulated all the secrets, except for the gateway's. The key is broadcast to all the existing nodes. This way, the gateway may calculate the final secret and all the other nodes may remove their own key from the partial one.
After removing their own secret from the partial key, all the nodes send the newly calculated value to the gateway through a GDH_Response message. Their state is also changed to GDH_WAITING_FINAL, since they’re waiting for the final partial key in order to calculate the final secret.

Each GDH_Response message received contains a partial key to which the gateway adds its own secret. A GDH_Broadcast message is sent to the author with the newly calculated value. This way, they will have a partial key that contains all the secrets except for their own. By adding their own secret, they are able to calculate the final key.

After each node calculates the final key, they have to identify the other ones as trusted peers. This is done by creating a Peer object corresponding to each one of the other nodes and then setting the master secret of the Peer as the calculated secret. Since the master secret is a number and the key is a point, the numerize() method is used. It is really important to note that EPOS doesn’t use only the master secret to encrypt and decrypt messages. The peer’s id is also used. Thus, in order for all the nodes to be able to successfully encrypt and decrypt messages, they create the peers using the gateway’s id. After the peers are created the protocol is complete and messages may be exchanged between every node.

In the simulation, whenever a message is sent an id is created using its coordinates and the current time. Since in the simulated environment time does not pass while a method is executing, two messages created in the same method have the same id and are considered the same, resulting in one of them being discarded. This would make the last node unable to send a GDH_Response message right after sending the GDH_Broadcast. Since the gateway doesn’t have to send any messages after it receives the GDH_Broadcast from the last node, it now resends the received message to the last node. It then proceeds in the same way as the other nodes when they receive the GDH_Broadcast message while in the GDH_WAITING_POP state.

The resulting code may be found in https://github.com/bsvalverde/GroupDH/tree/alternate in the Castalia folder. The simulation used was securityTest.ini, and the resulting output may be found here. After t = 30s packets start being sent from the nodes to the gateway. Before it the group key is established, and after that time it is possible to verify that the values sent in the packets are correctly decrypted.
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